AutoClick
Automatic capture,
learning more every day!
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information from scanned documents which can

continual

then be transferred for further processing to
follow-up back office systems such as ERP,
WaWi or ECM. The capture process is often
manual, that is capture is performed by typing
in the data, this is often the only solution when
existing OCR tools are too expensive or when
documents are too unstructured. Software
solutions for automatic capture often require a
high

volume
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documents

to

function

efficiently.
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accepts

batches

of

scanned

documents and checks whether it already has a
record of the type of document. Naturally,
AutoClick will not be able to recognize any
document it does not have a record of and it
then automatically switches to “learning mode”.
The

learning

mode

teaches

AutoClick

to

recognize the information sought. To do this,
required to find the terms being located. The

you simply click on the values which are already

more precise the formulation of the search

known to ClickReader. There’s no “copy and

criteria, the more likely it is that the term being

paste” or “drag and drop”, just a click! It’s

sought will be found. Precise formulation

faster and easier.

requires experience and specific knowledge,
which is expensive to purchase.

It takes just a few clicks to train AutoClick to
recognize a new document type – no technical

expertise or programming required – and it

minute and does not require any specialist

takes very little time.

knowledge, it makes sense to put all new
documents through the recognition process.

From now on, AutoClick will recognize this
document type, for example a document from a

If a business partner changes a layout or

business partner, and will be able to capture it

document construction, AutoClick will select the

automatically.

training mode for the document. The document

The number of documents needing to go

is put through the recognition process again
and from now on AutoClick will recognize both
versions. Because AutoClick is so flexible, the

One Click Solutions:
We really do want you to get through
your work faster.

often obligatory and intensive administrative
effort is reduced to a minimum.
AutoClick from One Click Solutions is a solution
which

makes

the

automatic

capture

of

information much easier and a solution which is
through the recognition training reduces rapidly

very

user

friendly.

Then

there

is

the

and in a very short time will be limited to a few

inescapable fact that this solution really is

new document types. Another advantage is that

capable of learning, learning right from the very

the number of documents you receive from a

start.

business partner in a month is completely
irrelevant.

Incidentally,

As the learning process often takes less than a

Windows XP and Vista platforms.
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runs
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Microsoft

